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About This Game

NC TD 2 is a fun and innovation Tower Defense game based in the near future. Featuring more than 30 different enemy units
types spread over 22 well crafted levels and with 20 different towers to chose from. You can challenge yourself on the normal
difficulty setting or just enjoy the ride on easy. If you think you are a Tower Defense legend give the very hard setting a try it

will test your skills to their limits.
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Doesn't matter what others tell you, this is a good game. I agree, the price might be a little high, but it is fun and short. fun lil
game, defo worth a look. https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. It's
difficult for me to review this game because it's a target specific game aiming at the Chinese Users. It's like reviewing a religion
or something. If you're not part of the Chinese main\/sub culture. Chances are your enjoyment of the game will be greatly
limited. Because this game rely heavily on that resonance of the Chinese culture. That "ah hah" moment when you recognize
something you see in game as something you've personally experienced. Strip that away and the game itself is actually
pretty complex but repetitive.

Basically, you playing a kid, who miraculously have the freedom to organize his schedule from birth (which, if I may
add, is a freedom no human child on Earth have). And every round you can do this, sarcastic quotation mark 'puzzle',
where you click a bunch of color pieces to gain some stats. And then you get to assign 6 task that you'll do this round, each of
which will grants you additional stats, some of which have some negative penalty (i.e: leisure activity usually causes your
parents to be disappointed at you). Your main goal is to get your stat as high as possible given the time constraint so that at
the end of the generation, the kid can find a good job and a good husband\/wife (as far as I can tell after 2 generation,
homosexuality isn't an option yet).

My main problem with this game is that firstly, sometimes I feel that my control with this game is rather loose. I can actively
select which stats I want to gain by popping more said type of puzzle pieces each round and assigning more relevant task. But
there is a lot of stuff that is completely random as well. Each round there is a few random event that will either reward you
or punish you at random. And whether or not I gain an active skill from practicing a task is also random as well. Once a
classmate got hurt and somehow I lost some constitution and I'm just like, why am I losing stats for something that happened
to my classmate? Seriously, if you don't have the mindsets to struggle through this kind of grinding, just stay away from this
game, because this game gets really repetitive really fast and you're constantly struggle to get your stat up to the point where
you'll get a good ending. And then you start all over again with a new kid.

TL;DR: This game is aimed at the Chinese audience. As a Taiwanese currently resides in Canada, I can enjoy this game to
some degree. But I honestly can't imagine anyone who isn't Chinese enjoying this game. If the developers are reading this, I
hope that more mini games gets added to this game. i.e: more variety of mini game to increase stat rather than just one single
game. And more mini game for other activity as well. Maybe even mini game that will give you positive outcome in random
event instead of just randomly punishing a player just for the RNG.. Well..what can i say that isn't in other peoples reviews
already? probably nothing other than , unlike a lot of Choice of Games writers\/devs whom seem to atleast skim the steam
forums the dev\/writer for this one seems to ignore theirs...though i'm also the only one who created a post on it so..yeah...

The story itself - i haven't played for awhile i'm just making a review on a whim.

Was okay , i liked it though i felt it tried to hard to play on the cliche 'villain' school in that it made you sound like you were
training to be a villain in a movie, more than an actual 'villain'.

with frequent references to how in the firing range your goal, an that of your minions was actually to 'miss' a lot - storm
trooper style!. and most of the story seemed to not really know where it wanted to end up.

i've only played through it once..and i can't really say its teh best Choice of Games game i've played but its far from the
worst. it definitely needs some touch ups\/edits to make it stand out more, and to give you more of a "i'm a villain in
training" feel.

but hopefully the writer will improve this , and add another story because all in all i did want to continue the story when it
reached the 'finished' point..which seemed a little abrupt , in that it made it sound like it was intending to continue on
but...then took me to the "enter your information to be updated of our future releases" .

so i feel that this story may have been published a little early. i do recommend it since i did enjoy it when i played\/read it.
but it definitely needs polish.. A cube pulling puzzle game with hints of tower defense. I dig the retro graphics and the
chiptunes, but the game is genuinely enjoyable and the tutorials and level design are well-crafted. Definitely worth it as a
distraction from your 'main' game.. LOVED IT.
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Loved the plot.
Loved some of the endings.
The soundtrack is perfect. 10\/10. This game is just horrible. From the lousy camera controls to the random and ugly ways
the trees grow and the slow speed of the game, i just hate it. Thought it would be a relaxing game but it just stresses me out..
Very good visual story with an interesting presentation. I decided to try several variations to look at different endings and
now I can say that the game impressed me. The authors allow the player to make a choice independently and the variability
we see immediately at the beginning of the game. I also liked the graphic part and art-design of this game, and this
undoubtedly distinguishes the novel from the other. The good news is that the developers will continue to publish new
chapters and work on the game.
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This is really fun. Of course it is like the game in Valve's Lab. And astonishingly the devs ommitted a few interesting things like
exploding barrels and hot oil. Nobody knows why. Maybe copyright issues :-D

Still it is a nice one, although the controls are slightly worse than in Valve's game. But for whatever reason I liked this game
more, I think it is because the setting, It feels right to be there on the castles's wall in the night when the monsters show up.

My daughter (8) likes it as well. She does not care much about aminig but she is quick when shooting, so she does a fairly good
job and wants to play whenever possible.

So we have a lot of fun with the game and it is worth the money. If you decide to give it a try, do not give up after five minutes
just because bow and arrow feel unnatural. You will get used to it ant then it really is ok.. It looks like it's a good game but when
I played it, it was short and boring. After playing this, here's what I thought: Audiosurf is truly a masterpiece.. Normally I would
write a negative review because once
again there is a stat-system integrated into this book.
I loathe these things and quite a few times they ruined
my reading-experience.
Doesn't happen anymore though because I started
editing my save-files and set everything to the max.
However the worldbuilding the author does is just so
good.
Occult-Magic, steampunk-science, space-travel and all
kinds of cool stuff got integrated into one big picture
without colliding with each other, which is in my
opinion no small feat.
So I'm going to simply recommend this game before I
change my mind and start writing about how utter
garbage these skill-systems are.

Edit: the ending was pretty abrupt and not really that
good but the way to get there was nice.. Best lookign Arkanoid game. It's also sideways because the authors are so special..
BEST GAME OF THE YEAR !
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